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Design Week Lagos is proud to host “Design Kulture”. An exhibition of traditional African design, architecture, interior design, 
graphic design, product design and technology.  African Art has been of great importance to the world and was a source of 
inspiration for Europe’s early modern art movement with classical African sculpture influencing some of history’s greatest artists 
such as Pablo Picasso, Amadeo Modigliani and Henri Matisse. As more eyes turn to the continent with a redefinition of 
perceptions of what constitutes African modern design, it has become imperative that Africans present their perspective by 
defining their own identity on an international platfordefining their own identity on an international platform. This exhibition works as a catalyst to promote a design culture, 
showcasing the redefinition of modern African design.

 The exhibition will serve as the nexus between our past and our present, through the careful selection of relevant and specific 
objects and thoughtful curating of spaces. Together we will prove that our present indeed comes from our past and that they 
are convincingly related. 

Our mission is to educate, gather and promote using design as a tool to bring economic transformation in Africa. This event is 
directed to members of the design community like architects, interior designers, product designers, industrial designers, graphic 
designers, students, design lovers, manufacturers, venture capitalists, finance houses, government and the general public.  
 

                                                      

Yoruba Panel Door Sisi Eko by Studeo Lani ALARA by david ajayi &  associates

Taboo by Bibi Seck Omi chaise by miminat Isorinths by Damola Rufai

design thinking & technologyuntitled by Jade FolawiyoClean Cooker by Funfere Koroye

redefining the narrative 
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